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This volume is offered as an introduction to the Gregorian reform focusing on the German empire and the 

kingdom of France. A first part surveys the »world before« the reform, emphasizing practical limitations on 

papal power, the long European tradition of sacred kingship, and the complexity of the episcopal office. 

Gouguenheim rejects Augustin Fliche’s characterization of the 10th- and early 11th-century church as 

having been corrupted »in the hands of the laity« but goes to the other extreme, concluding that the pre-

Gregorian church functioned well and that elite bishops pursued their political ambitions without 

necessarily neglecting their spiritual ideals. Part two narrates »Le bouleversement du monde« in two 

chapters: the first focuses on Pope Gregory VII’s conflict with King (later Emperor) Henry IV and the 

continuation of that struggle through the pontificate of Urban II, while the second covers from Pascal II to 

the peace of Worms in 1122. Part three explores the »world of the reformers,« updating and expanding 

Jacques Paul’s emphasis (in »L’Église et la culture en Occident IXe–XIIe siècle«, book 3, chapter 3) on the 

men who were the reformers and the means they used to accomplish their goals. The final part of the 

survey is entitled »Un monde nouveau?« and is comprised of two chapters. »Dominer les laïcs ou 

contrôler les clercs?« is devoted to exploring the two views of the right ordering of the world at the heart of 

Gerd Tellenbach’s famous work »Libertas«: the Gregorian assertion of clerical supremacy based on 

spiritual authority, and the tenacious view of benevolent sacred monarchs collaborating with ecclesiastical 

leaders to bring their subjects to salvation. Another chapter asks whether this was a »Réforme spirituelle 

ou révolution ecclésiastique?« and the conclusion raises yet another question: »Une ›révolution papale‹?« 

Students and general readers in France may find Gouguenheim’s synthetic account of the investiture 

conflict engaging, since separate parallel treatments for different geographical areas, with a consequent 

loss of narrative force, are favored in the other recent overviews in French: Michel Parisse’s chapter »Les 

pouvoirs chrétiens face à l’Église,« pages 101–139 in volume five, »Apogée de la papauté« (ed. by André 

Vauchez) of the »Histoire du christianisme« published by Desclée in 1993, and Jacques Paul’s »L’Église 

et la culture en occident, IXe–XIIe siècle« (Paris 1986), book 3 chapter 4. Another merit of the work is that 

it does incorporate some excellent newer research, notably on the means of reform, although scholars 

should consult directly Ian Stuart Robinson’s chapters on councils, legates, and the college of cardinals in 

his »The Papacy 1073–1198. Continuity and Innovation« (Cambridge 1990) and his notion of »emergency 

measures« set out in his contribution on »Reform and the Church, 1073–1122« in »The New Cambridge 

Medieval History«, volume 4, part 1 (Cambridge 2004). Finally, the style of the work may spark the interest 
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of younger readers: pugnacious questions frame many sections and the prose is studded with 

exclamations and sentences trailing suggestively off into ellipses.

There are, however, many reasons to continue to refer young and non-specialist readers to the overviews 

of Michel Parisse and Jacques Paul mentioned above. One is that Gouguenheim’s text is only thinly 

annotated and the references given rarely offer adequate entre to the scholarship. For example, 

Gouguenheim does well in the introduction to call attention to the different connotations key words such as 

libertas and reformatio had in the era (p. 21–31), but what would help an inquisitive reader further explore 

the issue would be reference to the work of Percy Ernst Schramm, Gerhart Ladner, Giles Constable, or 

even the afore-mentioned Ian Stuart Robinson essay. And when discussing evidence for the prohibition of 

lay investiture (p. 204–206) why not point the reader directly to Rudolf Schieffer’s »Die Entstehung des 

päpstlichen Investiturverbots für den deutschen König«? The references are undisciplined, sometimes 

random, and the bibliography is marked by lacunae: the works of Johannes Laudage, Dominque Iogna-

Prat, and Elisabeth Magnou-Nortier, for example, are absent.

Misleading or idiosyncratic interpretations are another problem. One example will have to suffice. In a 

modified version of Tellenbach’s emphasis on 1056–1057 as a turning point marked by the deaths of 

Emperor Henry III and Pope Victor II, Gouguenheim opens his narrative of the investiture conflict with the 

assertion that »entre 1058 et 1061, deux crises et un décret marquent un tournant dans l’histoire de la 

papauté« (p. 93). The decree is the 1059 papal election procedure promulgated by Nicholas II, and the 

first crisis is the death of Emperor Henry III in 1056. The second crisis, according to Gouguenheim, was 

that Pope Stephen IX in 1058 »est assassiné,« a version of events not found in any contemporary source 

or in any scholarly biography of this pontiff. Beyond this problem of fact is one of purpose. Tellenbach 

emphasized 1056–1057 because, he argued, the political situation of these years sparked the debates 

that yielded Humbert of Moyenmoitier’s »Tres libri aduersus simoniacos«, a key articulation of the priestly 

hierarchical worldview that would clash with traditional ideas of royal theocracy in the investiture struggle. 

To what interpretive end does Gouguenheim have Stephen IX murdered? Since Stephen was the younger 

brother of the Duke of Lotharingia, perhaps the motive is to give a more anti-imperial cast to the election of 

Nicholas II and the papal election decree since he connects these events to the election in 1061 of an 

imperial anti-pope. But beyond a general deterioration of papal-imperial relations, Gouguenheim’s 

announcement of this tournant is not part of a coherent interpretation of the nature and causes of the 

investiture struggle or its relationship to the reform movement.

And this is the fundamental problem with Gouguenheim’s »La réforme grégorienne«. The author draws 

upon a rich scholarly literature on the subject with the laudable goal of producing a new introduction to this 

important set of historical issues. But his attempts to incorporate recent scholarship and update the 

narrative do not cohere, leading to equivocations and contradictions. One example is Prof. 

Gouguenheim’s portrayal in part one of the pre-Gregorian church as functioning well, its elite bishops 

pursuing their political ambitions without necessarily neglecting their spiritual ideals. This depiction is 
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weakly supported. Gouguenheim cites Stephanie Haarländer’s excellent study of episcopal hagiography, 

which surely demonstrates that some pre-Gregorian bishops were considered holy but not that all of them 

were. Moreover, later in the book when he returns to Fliche’s characterization of the pre-Gregorian 

»Church in the hands of the laity« to discuss simony, nicolaism, and lay investiture, Gouguenheim 

concludes »les grégoriens n’avaient pas toujours tort« (p. 203).

The author’s relationship with Fliche’s avowedly Catholic interpretation seems particularly vexed. By 

adopting the title »La réforme grégorienne«, Gouguenheim proffers his volume as a new Fliche, but the 

sub-title »De la lutte pour le sacré à la sécularisation du monde« suggests a quite different interpretation: 

the struggle over the sacred led not to a purified church, but to a secularized world. In the end, however, 

this is not what Gouguenheim sustains. Papal attempts to de-sacralize royal power led to more eloquent 

defenses of royal sacrality (p. 223–224) and to renewed assertions of it (p. 249). After raising several 

leading questions in chapter subheadings (»un monde désenchanté?« »une laïcisation du monde?«), he 

modestly concludes that the conflict made possible the development of political power separate from 

ecclesiastical power (p. 243). His designation of the first crusade and the rise of dialectic as »daughters of 

the reform movement« underscore instead the mixed and paradoxical results of the struggle. The latter is 

a reasonable conclusion, and one can credit Gouguenheim with admitting it (p. 233), but it is at odds with 

the book’s subtitle and with numerous posturing rhetorical questions that punctuate the volume’s 

concluding sections. In sum, the book remains a pastiche of ideas drawn from scholarship on 11th-century 

reform that never rises to the level of a coherent and thoughtful synthesis.
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